
€ 5,900,000
Ref: HM1184PH

Apartment for sale in Marbella Golden Mile, Costa del Sol
5 Bedrooms | 5 Bathrooms | 676 m² Interior | 426 m² Terraces | Garage Yes | Jardín Yes | Piscina Yes

Property Description

Set within its prestigious location of Sierra Blanca, with easy access to the main road you can reach
Marbella center and Puerto Banus in less than 5 minutes drive.The apartment itself features an
open plan spacious and bright living room that unites entrance hall, salon and dining area with
integrated sleek modern fireplace and unusual architectural ceiling design, with direct access to a
huge terrace offering chill out and al fresco dining areas and envious sea views. This level features
a unique, flawless custom wine room and bespoke storage pleasing a sense of design and
imagination of any wine aficionado (enthusiast), and a stunning designer double kitchen with eating
area and pantry is fully fitted with the best household appliances and professional equipment. 5
stylish bedrooms, 5 perfectly equipped with quality bathrooms and 1 guest toilet. The master suite
also has a separate dressing room with custom made wardrobes.A fully quipped gym connected
with wonderful outside area offering a true sense of pleasure: zero edge pool, solarium area and
pavilion, stylish decked areas and even green lawn. Enormous terraces provide not only
mesmerizing views across the picturesque Andalusian surrounding landscapes and mountains
including iconic La Concha, out to the Mediterranean towards the African coast and Gibraltar.

This information is presumably correct but not guaranteed. The price or sale status can be modified without prior notice.
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